Example Artwork

K-3

4-6

Happy Thanksgiving

K-3 Click here for video

4-6 Click here for video

K-3 Lesson

4-6 Lesson

Extra ART
E-Learners ART 4-6

1. Please watch the video of your teacher before reading this (SORRY It cuts off at the end)

Today we are using our skills of observation to create detailed drawing of our hand. We will be using a method called contour line drawing.

2. Start with a blind contour line drawing by covering your paper like in the video
3. Look at the lines and edges of your hand and try to draw them SLOWLY
4. Notice every small detail as you SLOWLY draw
5. When you finish doing 2 blind contour line drawings you can take the paper off so you can now see your drawings.
6. For the next drawing look at your hand 90% of the time and only look at your paper 10% of the time.
7. Once you have drawn 3-5 hands find something interesting to draw like a plant. DO not draw a phone or your computer, they are too basic of shapes

If you LOVE art and would like to do another idea go back to the main slide and click on “Extra ART”

Standards: Cr1, Cr2, Cr2 2.4a, Cr3,Pr6, Re7, Re7 2.4, Re8, Re9 ,Cn11
E-Learners ART K-3

Watch the teachers video before following the steps below

1. Think of who you are thankful for and write down their names
2. Create cards or artwork for the people you are thankful in your life
3. Give or mail the card or art to your friends and loved ones for Thanksgiving
4. Remember your art is amazing because you made it!

If you LOVE art and would like to do another idea

go back to the main slide and click on “Extra ART”

Standards: VA Cr1, Cr1.2.2a, Cr2.1.2a, Cr2.2.2a, Cr2.3.2a, Cr3
No example this week
Do our best, you best is the best for you!
Extra ART

Horray! You love art and you are done with your project but want more to do!

Here is an art prompt:
Draw a turkey dressed in a disguise